We study the behavior of negatively charged colloids with two positively charged polar caps close to a planar patterned surface. The competition between the different anisotropic components of the particle-particle interaction patterns is able by itself to give rise to a rich assembly scenario: colloids with charged surface patterns form different crystalline domains when adsorbed to a homogeneously charged substrate. Here we consider substrates composed of alternating (negative/neutral, positive/neutral and positive/negative) parallel stripes and, by means of Monte Carlo simulations, we investigate the ordering of the colloids on changing the number of the stripes. We show that the additional competition between the two different lengths scales characterizing the system (i.e., the particle interaction range and the size of the stripes) gives rise to a plethora of distinct particle arrangements, where some well-defined trends can be observed. By accurately tuning the substrate charged motif it is possible to, e.g., promote specific particles arrangements, disfavor crystalline domains or induce the formation of extended, open clusters.
Introduction
In the vast realm of nano-and micro-scale materials, low dimensional systems, such as colloidal mono-and bi-layers, are relevant for a broad range of applications as, e.g., for antireflection coatings, biosensors, data-storage, optical and photovoltaic devices, or catalysts [1, 2, 3, 4] . The ordering of the colloidal particles on a surface strongly depends on a delicate balance between the properties of the particles and those of the substrate. An efficient method for the fabrication of two-dimensional colloidal structures consists, e.g., in tuning the surface properties of the colloidal particles [5, 6] . The guided growth of planar architectures can be also achieved by taking advantage of chemically or physically patterned substrates [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . Here we combine these two approaches by considering both particles and substrates with a charged surface pattern, i.e., we investigate the behavior of non-homogeneously charged colloids close to a non-homogeneously charged substrate.
Heterogeneously charged colloids have recently emerged as promising self-assembling units for material architectures with target properties [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] . Particles with distinct charged regions on their surface can be generally regarded as charged patchy units; in order to distinguish them from conventional patchy particles [21, 22, 23] , they are often referred to as inverse patchy colloids (IPCs) [24] . Similar to conventional patchy colloids, IPCs are characterized by anisotropic interaction patterns and low bonding valence, but the competition between the orientation-dependent attraction and repulsion -induced by the interactions between Email address: emanuela.bianchi@univie.ac.at (Emanuela Bianchi) like/oppositely charged areas on the particle surface -leads to more complex assembly scenarios as compared to conventional patchy units [25, 23] . A review about this class of systems, covering the synthesis of model particles, their self-assembly, their coarse-grained modeling and the related numerical/analytical treatments, has been presented in Ref. [25] .
Within this broad class of systems, most of the attention has been devoted so far to IPCs with two charged polar patches and an oppositely charged equatorial belt. The characteristic feature of the bonding between IPCs with two identical patches is the direct contact between the polar region of one particle with the equatorial area of the other. This preferred pattern favors the formation of planar aggregates either as monolayers close to a homogeneously charged substrate [26, 27] or as bulk equilibrium phases [28, 29, 30] .
The assembly of heterogeneously charged colloids close to a homogeneously charged substrates depends on different parameters, such as the particle/substrate charge ratio, the extension of the charged regions on the particle surface, and the net particle charge [26, 27] . The resulting surface layers can have different densities: sometimes particles assemble into close-packed, hexagonally ordered crystalline aggregates, sometimes they form open, square-like layers, sometimes they form a monomer-phase where particles are adsorbed on the substrate [26, 27] . Moreover, upon subtle changes of external parameters, such as the pH of the solution or the electrical charge of the substrate, it is possible to reversibly switch the assembly process on and off as well as to induce a transformation from a one specific particle arrangement to another [27] . The same morphological features observed in simulations are found in experimental samples of IPCs sedimented on a glass sub-strate [14] . A qualitative comparison between simulations and experiments has been reported in Ref. [25] : while in numerical samples all clusters have the same spatial and orientational order, in the experimental sample different particle arrangements coexist, probably because of the patch size polydispersity of the IPCs synthesized so far.
Here we investigate how the ordering of IPCs on a charged surface is affected by the substrate pattern. In particular, we consider negatively charged colloids with positively charged polar caps and substrates characterized by parallel stripes forming an alternating charge pattern: negative/neutral, positive/neutral and positive/negative. On varying the size of the stripes, we observe the emergence of different particle ordering, from adsorbed monomers to adsorbed crystalline layers with distinct particle arrangements. We also investigate the robustness of the emerging scenarios with respect to changes in the substrate surface charge and in the electrostatic screening conditions.
Model and Methods
We consider IPCs with two positively charged polar caps and a negatively charged equatorial belt. The polar patches are identical, i.e., they have the same size as well as the same charge. We mostly focus on neutral IPCs, i.e., heterogeneously charged particles with a zero net charge; we also consider charged IPCs carrying a negative net charge. Particles are placed under confinement between two parallel walls at a distance such that two particles cannot sit on top of each other; the top wall is always neutral, while the bottom wall is patterned with parallel stripes, which can be either neutral or positively/negatively charged.
We note that the Debye-Hückel approximation behind our coarse-grained description is strictly valid when Z i q e Φ k B T , where Z i q e is the charge of the ionic species (where Z i = 1 for monovalent ions and q e is the elementary charge), k B T at room temperature is ≈ 26 meV, and Φ is the potential at the surface. For IPC systems, by varying the different parameters that characterize the potential (namely, the colloidal size, the effective charges of the different surface areas, the geometric parameters defining the charge distribution and the Debye screening length), it is possible to determine in which parameter windows the linear approximation is expected to be reliable. In our specific case, q e βΦ 1 for σ ≥ 30 nm. For particles with σ ≈ 30 nm, the salt concentration corresponding to our κσ is ≈ 10 mM.
Particle-particle interaction
For the particle-particle interaction, we consider the coarsegrained description introduced in Ref. [24] . The model features a spherical, impenetrable colloid, of radius σ c and central charge Z c , carrying two polar patches, each of charge Z p . The particle diameter σ = 2σ c sets the unit of length. The model has three sets of independent parameters: the particle interaction range δ, the patch surface extent, specified by the half opening angle γ, and the interaction strengths between the different surface regions (see panel (a) Fig. 1 ). The pair potential is a sum of three different contributions: the patch/patch, The gray sphere corresponds to the hard colloid, while the yellow caps represent the polar patches. It is worth noting that IPCs are spherical particles: the yellow caps are the emerging parts of the patch interaction spheres, whose centers are located inside the colloid. The model geometric parameters are the radius of the colloid σ c , the particle interaction range δ and the patch opening angle γ (as labeled); the latter two are determined once the position of the patch centers a and the patch interaction range σ p (as labeled) are chosen. Panels (b) and (c): schematic representation of the interaction between an IPC and a patterned substrate. The different colors correspond to differently charged stripes on the substrate. The intersection between the (core or patch) interaction sphere and the substrate is a spherical cap: the sub-volumes of the caps are highlighted for both the core-substrate (b) and the patch-substrate (c) interaction. Panel (d): particle slices corresponding to the different sub-volumes highlighted in panel (b).
the patch/core and the core/core interactions. The specific form of the potential is based on the postulate that all the interactions can be factorized into a characteristic energy strength and a geometric weight factor, the latter one taking into account the distance and relative orientation between the interacting particles. More specifically, beyond the hard core repulsion, the pair potential between two IPCs at distance r i j with a mutual orientation Ω i j is given by
where i and j specify the particles, α and β specify either a patch (P) or the core (C) of the first and second IPC, respectively, w αβ and u αβ are the geometric weight factor and the characteristic energy strength of the αβ interaction, respectively. We note that, while the u αβ are constant values, the w αβ depend on both the inter-particle distance and the relative orientation of the two IPCs. For sake of simplicity we omit in the following the explicit dependence of the w αβ on r i j and Ω i j . The weight functions for a pair of particles in a given configuration are calculated as overlap volumes between pairs of (core and/or patch) interaction spheres [24] . The energy strengths are defined via a mapping between a suitably developed Debye-Hückel potential [24, 31] -fully determined by the physical properties of the underlying microscopic system -and the patchy pair potential -characterized by the yet undetermined u αβ [24] .
Here we consider two IPC types: they share the same patch size and interaction range, while having different net particle charge. As the selected systems have been studied before [27] , we use the names already given in Ref. [27] for the sake of consistency. In the contest of Ref. [27] it was important to distinguish between IPCs with different patch size and different overall particle charge, thus the systems were labelled as 60n and 60c, where 60 referred to γ, while "n" and "c" indicated neutral and charged particles, respectively. In the following we give all the parameters that characterize both systems.
The interaction range is fixed by the electrostatic screening conditions of the surrounding solvent. We choose κσ = 10 and we define δ as a function of the Debye screening length κ −1 . While usually κδ = 1, we extend the relation between δ and κ to allow for a more quantitative evaluation of the characteristic interaction distance [24] , i.e., we assume κδ = n, where n is not necessarily an integer number. Here we choose n = 2 corresponding to δ = 0.2 in units of the particle diameter.
The patch size is ideally determined by the corresponding feature of experimentally synthesized particles. Once δ is chosen, γ is fixed either by the position of the patch center of charge, a, or by the size of the patch interaction sphere σ p , since the following relations must be satisfied (see panel (a) of Figure 1):
We choose γ ≈ 60
• , corresponding to a = 0.16, with σ p = 0.44, both in units of the particle diameter.
Finally, the energy parameters of the model, i.e., the u αβ in equation (1) , are related to the effective charges of the different surface regions. These charges are responsible for the ratio between the attractive and repulsive contributions to the pair energy. We mostly focus on neutral IPCs, i.e., particles with a net charge Z tot = Z c + 2Z p = 0. Specifically, we set Z c = −180 and Z p = 90, where we have set the elementary charge to one. We also consider overall charged colloids, such that the net particle charge is negative, namely Z tot = − 2 9 Z p < 0 with Z c = −200 and Z p = 90. To derive the energy strengths u αβ in equation (1) we perform the "max" mapping between the model potential of equation (1) and the Yukawa-like pair potential appropriately derived within the Debye-Hückel approach for IPCs in water at room temperature [24] . Namely, we match the value of the two potentials for a pair of IPCs at contact (i.e., the distance between the two cores is r = σ) with a fixed mutual orientation (shown in Fig. 2 ). For each αβ interaction we choose a reference particle configuration [24] . For the 60n system, we obtain u CC = 0.1349 for the core/core interaction, u PC = −0.8483 for the patch/core interaction, and u PP = 4.3228 for the patch/patch interaction. For the 60c system, we obtain u CC = 0.4330, u PC = −1.9467, and u PP = 4.3228. The pair interaction energy is normalized by the value corresponding to the minimum of the attraction, ε min ; thus |ε min | sets the energy unit.
The characteristic pair configurations -reported in Fig. 2 are referred to as equatorial-polar (EP), equatorial-equatorial (EE) and polar-polar (PP). We observe that, by construction, the equatorial-polar attraction for two particles at contact is alway -1 in both systems. In contrast, the strengths of the equatorialequatorial and polar-polar repulsive interactions for two particles at contact are different in the two systems. For system 60n the polar-polar repulsion is the strongest interaction, while the equatorial-equatorial repulsion is the weakest; for system 60c the attraction is stronger than both repulsions, which in turn have comparable strength. A representation of the interparticle potentials is reported in the Supporting Information of Ref. [27] , while contact energy values for the particle-particle configurations reported in Fig. 2 are listed in Tab. 1.
Particle-substrate interaction
We consider a system of IPCs confined between two hard walls in a quasi-2D slab along the xy-plane, the two walls are positioned at z = 0 and z = 1.45σ. Such a tight confinement prevents particles from sitting on top of each other. The top wall is always neutral, while the bottom wall -the substratehas a charged pattern: we consider stripes of the same width along the x direction, spanning the plane along the y axis. The stripes form alternating charged motifs: we alternate negative and neutral (-/0), positive and neutral (+/0) or positive and negative (+/0) stripes. We consider different numbers of stripes, N s , spanning from N s = 2 to N s = 90, considering only even numbers of stripes, so that the total area covered by each of the two kinds is the same for any choice of N s . We note that, since the stripes fill the whole surface, a low number of stripes implies that each stripe is quite large, the width of a stripe being defined as L s = L/N s . As N s increases, stripes become thinner and thinner, until their size becomes smaller than the particle size. At that point, each particle can interact with multiple stripes at the same time: for our choice of the system size, this scenario occurs at N s = 50. For the particle-substrate interaction, we consider the coarse-grained description introduced in Ref. [26] . The interaction between a coarse-grained IPC and a neutral substrate is a steric interaction modeled as a hard repulsion taking place when the particle is located at distance z ≤ σ c from the substrate. In the presence of a charged substrate with surface charge σ w = Z w /4σ 2 c , a screened electrostatic interaction must be added to the hard particle-substrate repulsion. We consider either positive and negative substrates with a very small value of Z w as compared to Z p , i.e., Z w = ± 5 90 Z p = ±5. Following Ref. [26] , the particle-substrate interaction is modeled according to the same coarse-grained philosophy introduced in Sec. 2.1: beyond the hard core repulsion, the interaction energy of an IPC at distance z i and orientation Ω i with respect to the substrate (S) is given by
where i specifies the particle, α specifies either a patch (P) or the core (C), while w αS and u αS are the geometric weight factor and the characteristic energy strength of the αS interaction, respectively. On physical grounds, the particle-substrate interaction range is the same as the particle-particle interaction range. The energy strengths u αS are defined via a mapping between an appropriately developed Debye-Hückel potential and the model potential [24] ; for system 60n and positive substrate we have u PS = −0.6278 and u CS = 2.2310 (same magnitude but opposite signs for the interactions with the negative substrate), while u PS = −1.48901 and u CS = 2.2310 for system 60c and positive substrate (again, same magnitude but opposite signs for the interactions with the negative substrate). The weight functions w αS are calculated as overlap volumes between the (core or patch) interaction sphere α and the substrate [27] . For sake of simplicity we omit in the following the explicit dependence of the w αS on z i and Ω i . When α interacts only with one substrate type then the overlap volume is the volume of the spherical cap normalized by the volume of the particle. When α overlaps with multiple stripes we proceed as it follows. First, we compute the overlap cap between α and the substrate as if the substrate were homogeneous: the whole overlap cap is the sum of the overlap sub-volumes represented with dark -blue and red -colors in panels (b) and (c) of Figure 1 . Then, we calculate the volumes of the particle slices each overlap subvolume belongs to, represented in panel (d) of Figure 1 . Finally, we use the volumes of the slices to define an effective interaction energy associated to the whole spherical cap, namely
, where v S1,S2 is the total volume of all particle slices above the substrate of type S1 and S2, respectively. The resulting contribution to the particlesubstrate interaction is then u * αS w αS . We remark that this procedure accounts straightforwardly for an arbitrary large number of interacting stripes. Similar to the particle-particle interaction, also the particle-substrate potential is normalized by the value corresponding to the minimum of the particle-particle attraction ε min . Characteristic interaction configurations are reported in Fig. 2 and are referred to as equatorial-substrate (ES) and polarsubstrate (PS). A representation of the particle-substrate potentials is reported in the Supporting Information of Ref. [27] , while contact energy values for the particle-substrate configurations reported in Fig. 2 are listed in Tab. 1. 
Numerical Methods
We perform Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of IPC systems with N = 1000 particles in the canonical ensemble at T * = 0.10 (temperature in reduced units, i.e., T
2 , where L = 50σ and h = 1.45σ. Each MC step consists of N trial particle moves, where the acceptance rule is given by the Metropolis criterion. A particle move is defined as both a displacement in each Cartesian direction of a random Table 1 : Contact energies for the investigated IPC-types on a positively charged substrate: two particles, either 60n or 60c, at contact (r = σ) and fixed mutual orientations, as labeled in Fig. 2 . For a graphical representation of the full potentials we refer the reader to Fig. S2 in the supplementary materials of Ref. [27] . We note that when the substrate is negatively charged, the contact energy values ES and PS just change sign.
quantity distributed uniformly between ±δr as well as a rotation around a random axis of a random angle distributed uniformly between ±δθ. The chosen values for the trial changes are δr = 0.05σ and δθ = δr/2σ rad. We perform for each state point 16 MC parallel runs, starting from different initial conditions. Each run lasts for a total of ≈ 10 8 −10 9 MC steps. All quantities are averages over the final 10 7 MC steps, corresponding to at least 100 different configurations per independent run.
Post-processing analysis
To characterize the different aggregation scenarios that emerge on varying the substrate pattern, we (i) study the modulation of the system density (in section 3.1), (ii) compute the average number of monomers and the average number of neighbors at each state point (in section 3.2) and (iii) perform a local order analysis using the bond-order parameters φ 4 and φ 6 in two dimensions (in section 3.2).
Monomers are defined as particles with no bonded interactions, i.e., the contribution to their energy related to the interparticle interaction is zero or greater than zero. Neighboring particles are defined following an energy criterion: two particles are considered bonded if their interaction energy is negative. The average number of neighbors is computed accounting only for bonded particles (i.e., monomers are not counted). Considering the projection of the system on the xy-plane, the bond-order parameters are defined as
where θ i j = arctan(y i j /x i j ) is the phase of the relative distance r i j in two dimensions andÑ b (i) is the number of neighbors of particle i. We also report selected simulation snapshots; for the sake of clarity, we represent the particles with a slightly smaller size than their real one and we use a particle color code to highlight the number of bonds per particle. These two choices help the visualization of compact structures and of their local symmetry.
Results
We start our discussion with a brief summary of the results previously collected for systems 60n and 60c close to a homogeneous substrate [27] (see Figure 3 ). When confined between two parallel neutral walls (0) both systems form crystalline domains with a triangular particle arrangement; close to a charged substrate both IPC-types can adsorb on the surface, depending on the sign of the product Z p Z w . The competition between the particle-particle and the particle-substrate interactions gives rise to different morphologies. More specifically, a negative substrate (-) disfavors the assembly of system 60n, thus leading to a fluid-like phase where monomeric particles are adsorbed on the substrate; in contrast a positive substrate (+) favors the formation of adsorbed crystalline domains with square-like particle arrangement. For system 60c the triangular arrangement is more or less unaltered [27] with respect to the neutral case, the difference being the adsorption of the domains on the positive substrate, while no adsorption occurs on the negative substrate.
In the following we describe how the interplay between competing length scales and anisotropic interaction patterns affects the symmetry of the described crystalline domains.
Spatial distribution
When the substrate is no longer homogeneous, the particles may prefer a substrate-type with respect to the other and thus occupy specific regions of the sample. To quantify the fluctuations of the particle distribution within the sample, we consider the partial density ρ s , defined as the number of particles observed on a given substrate-type divided by half of the total surface, as a function of N s for 2 ≤ N s ≤ 90. We note that, due to the substrate specific design, significant fluctuations in the particle distribution only occur along the x direction (corresponding to the axis of the charge modulation), while along the y direction particles are always uniformly distributed; moreover, since particles are in most cases adsorbed to the charged parts of the substrate, fluctuations along the z axis are in most cases negligible.
We start our discussion with system 60n. On a -/0 substrate with N s = 2, particles form crystalline, non-adsorbed domains on the neutral stripe and adsorb on the negative stripe without forming any aggregate (see snapshot (a 1 ) in Fig. 4 ). As soon as N s increases, particles prefer to absorb on the negatively charged regions, thus leaving the neutral stripes completely empty (see snapshots (a 2 ), (a 3 ) and (a 4 ) in Fig. 4) . The corresponding ρ s (see panel a) of Fig. 4 ) clearly confirms that for N s = 2 most particles are located on the negative stripes and for N s ≥ 8 the neutral stripes are completely empty. All populated stripes are characterized by adsorbed monomers.
The neutral stripes completely deplete -as soon as N s > 2 -also for system 60n on a +/0 substrate (see Fig. 5 ). In contrast to the previous case, particles adsorbed on the charged stripes form large crystalline clusters. By visual inspection, we can anticipate that the crystalline clusters become more and more elongated with increasing N s (see snapshots (b 1 ) and (b 2 ) in Fig. 5) ; on further increasing N s particles organize in doubleparticle lanes (see snapshot (b 3 ) in Fig. 5) ; when the size of the stripes becomes comparable to σ (i.e., for N s = 50) particles organize in single-particle strings (see snapshot (b 4 ) in Fig. 5) ; finally, these strings merge and form again a crystalline pattern (see snapshot (b 8 ) in Fig. 5 ). The symmetry of the emerging aggregates depends on the competition between the different energies and length scales and it is discussed in section 3.2.
When particles adsorb on both substrate-types the scenario becomes more complex. Results for system 60n on a +/-substrate are shown in Fig. 6 . Even though the attraction between the patches and the negative substrate is stronger than the attraction between the equators and the positive substrates (see Tab. 1), as long as N s ≤ 60, particles slightly prefer to adsorb on the positive stripes (i.e., ρ s -values for the positive and negative stripes are comparable to the average system density ρ = 0.4, see panel a) of Fig. 6 ), where they can also aggregate. Visually, clusters on the positive stripes elongate and reshape on increasing N s (see snapshots (c 1 )-(c 4 ) in Fig. 6 ) to the point that, when the width of the stripes is equal to σ (and slightly smaller), particles form extended aggregates spanning across several adjacent stripes (see snapshot (c 5 ) and (c 6 ) in Fig. 6 ). The transition from vertical aggregates to extended clusters is discussed in section 3.2 and 3.4. Finally, when N s > 60, particles prefer to adsorb on the negative stripes, as signaled by the abrupt increase of the partial density associated to the negative stripes towards 2ρ = 0.8 (see panel a) in Fig. 6 ). Particles adsorbed on the negative stripes do not bond to each other (see snapshot (c 7 ) and (c 8 ) in Fig. 6 ).
In summary, for system 60n, ρ s depicts the following scenario: for patterns -/0 and +/0, the neutral stripes are completely empty already at very low N s -values; for pattern +/-the partial densities of the two substrate-types are very similar to each other, with a slight preference for the positive substrate as long as N s is small enough, while at high N s -values, namely, when the width of the stripes is smaller than σ, the negative stripes become favorite. Anticipating a more detailed analysis proposed in section 3.2 and 3.4, we also observe that, when particles are preferentially adsorbed to the negative stripes, no aggregation occurs at N s = 90 (see Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 ), while, when particles adsorb on the positive stripes (see Fig. 5 ) a crystalline pattern is formed at N s = 90.
We now look at the corresponding data for systems 60c. On a -/0 substrate, the system forms crystalline domains almost irrespective of the substrate charge, since particles do not adsorb on the neutral nor on the negative stripes [27] . The analysis of the partial densities shows a slight preference for the neutral substrate at small N s -values, which soon disappears (see panel a) of Fig. 7) : already for N s ≈ 20 the partial densities of both substrate-types reach the average density of the system ρ = 0.4.
Similar to the corresponding case for the 60n system, on a +/0 substrate, particles prefer to assemble on the positive stripes where they also adsorb. As soon as N s > 2 (see panel a) of Fig. 8) , the neutral stripes become empty and all particles adsorb on the positive stripes forming crystalline domains (i.e., ρ s = 0.8 on the positive stripes); these domains become more and more elongated and narrow on increasing N s ; as soon as the width of the stripes is smaller than σ, particles organize in single-particle strings that eventually merge into extended clusters, as discussed in section 3.2. We observe that, for N s > 60, ρ s on the positive (neutral) substrate slightly decreases (increases): a visual inspection of the configurations suggests that the emergent crystalline domains have distinct symmetries, as discussed in section 3.2.
On a +/-substrate, 60c particles prefer again to occupy the positive stripes (since 60c particles do not adsorb on the negative substrate [27] ) and the assembly scenario is similar to the +/0 case (see panel a) of Fig. 9 ). In this case, when N s > 60, the decrease (increase) of ρ s on the positive (negative) substrate is bigger than in the previous case, and this is related to the symmetry of the aggregates, as discussed in section 3.2.
In summary, for system 60c, ρ s depicts the following scenario: for pattern -/0 the system is almost insensitive to the presence of the stripes on the substrate, while for patterns +/0 and +/-, the positive stripes are mostly preferred and the particle assembly ranges from extended aggregates at small N s -values, to elongated clusters, double-and single-particle lanes and finally crystalline domains again.
It is worth stressing that, for both systems, as soon as the particles prefer to adsorb to the positive stripes, we observe the emergence of crystalline domains at N s = 90: the features of these domains differ from case to case since they depend on the delicate balance between different factors. In the following we perform a neighbor analysis in order to describe the different aggregation scenarios sketched above.
Neighbor analysis
To characterize the symmetry of the domains formed by IPCs in presence of a patterned substrate we consider the average number of monomers N mon , the average number of neighbors N neigh , and the local bond order parameters φ 4 and φ 6 . We have highlighted in blue, in all panels c) of Figs. 5, 6, 8 and 9, the state points where clusters with crystalline arrangements have been observed. In the other regions, non-crystalline arrangements occur and the values of the bond order parameters should not be used as an indicator of the assembly state of the system.
We start again our discussion with system 60n. As mentioned in section 3.1, when system 60n is close to a -/0 pattern most of the particles are monomers adsorbed to the substrate (see panel b) of Fig. 4 ). More precisely, at N s = 2, slightly more than half of the sample is in a monomer state (adsorbed to the negative stripe), while the remaining particles belong to the crystalline domains (formed in correspondence to the neutral stripe). We know from the homogeneous case (see Fig. 3 , left panel) that the crystalline domains observed on a neutral substrate have a triangular arrangement [27] and this is consistent with the N neigh -value observed at N s = 2. As soon as N s > 2, N mon rapidly levels off to N, i.e., most of the particles become monomers. This is consistent with the corresponding drop of N neigh from five to zero. In this case, a bond order analysis has little significance (and thus it is not reported), due to poor statistics.
When we consider a +/0 pattern, we observe that N mon is negligible at all More specifically, at small N s , after the initial coexistence between square and triangular lattices (see snapshot (b 1 ) in Fig. 4) , neutral stripes get depleted and the system forms clusters adsorbed on the positive stripes with a square symmetry, as signaled by the increase (decrease) of φ 4 (φ 6 ) for N s > 2. Despite becoming narrower and more elongated on increasing N s , clusters maintain a square-like order until N s 32 (see snapshots (b 2 ) and (b 3 ) in Fig. 5 ), where particle organize in square-like, double-particle lanes. On further increasing N s , we observe a coexistence between double-particle lanes with square symmetry and single-particle strings, which eventually prevail as soon as the particles are not able to pair in line on the same stripe anymore, i.e., at N s = 50 (see snapshot (b 4 ) in Fig. 4) . On further decreasing the size of the stripes below σ, these single-particle strings start merging (see snapshot (b 5 ) in Fig. 4 ): the effect of the stripes is to create tracks to guide the assembly; over these tracks, particles are arranged in a configuration that greatly favors square domains. Thus, even tough there is a sweet spot where triangular, packed arrangements emerge (see snapshot (b 6 ) in Fig. 4) , upon increasing N s single-particle stripes are just led to merge together (see snapshot (b 7 ) in Fig. 4) , to finally form square domains (see snapshot (b 8 ) in Fig. 4) , as signaled by the abrupt drop (growth) of φ 6 (φ 4 ). In such a regime, we see clearly the onset of a strong pattern-induced particle arrangement, which span over large areas of the substrate itself. We stress that at all state points the crystalline arrangements are realized with particles mostly adsorbed on the positive stripes, as discussed in section 3.1.
Finally, for system 60n close to a +/-substrate, at small N s slightly less than half of the sample is in a monomer state (i.e., N mon ≈ 500), while the remaining particles belong to the crystalline domains formed in correspondence to the positive stripes. At low N s -values, large φ 4 -values are observed, suggesting that the particles in crystalline clusters have a squarelike symmetry (see snapshots (c 1 ) and (c 2 ) in Fig. 6 ). When N s 10, square domains break down in favor of doubleparticle lanes with triangular symmetry -again on the positive stripes -and φ 4 < φ 6 (see snapshots (c 3 ) of Fig. 6 ). When N s ≈ 26, one single stripe cannot accomodate two fully embedded particles anymore, so single-particle strings form on the positive stripes, while the monomers adsorbed on the negative stripes act as boundaries of these lanes (see snapshot (c 4 ) of Fig. 6 ). When 40 < N s < 70, N mon drops to zero. Within this region, as long as N s 50, single-particle strings on the positive stripes becomes connected via monomers on the negative stripes and a visual inspection of the particle configurations suggests a very rich scenario: networks emerge with properties of that are deeply affected by the substrate pattern. In this case, the behavior of N neigh is less significative. Additionally, since clusters in this N s -region are not compact anymore, the local bond order parameters are not reliable and a different analysis, which is beyond the scope of this paper, is needed. Finally, for N s 70 monomers prevail as shown by the abrupt increase of N mon (see panel c) of Fig. 6 ).
To summarize, system 60n shows a very rich assembly scenario, where according to the charge modulation it is possible to induce the formation of (square-like or triangular-like) doubleparticle lanes, open networks spanning throughout the sample and pattern-induced square domains.
We now consider system 60c. As anticipated in section 3.1, for the -/0 pattern particles tend to cluster, irrespective of the substrate type. The analysis of N mon and N neigh suggests that only one crystalline symmetry, the triangular one, is maintained over the whole N s range: at all N s values, N mon = 0 and N neigh 5, suggesting the presence of clusters with a triangular particle arrangement (see panel b) Fig. 7) . The relative local bond oder parameters support this scenario, since φ 6 1 and φ 4 0 at any N s -value (see panel c) of Fig. 7) .
In contrast, the +/0 and the +/-patterns show a very similar trend, corresponding to a transition from a regime of purely triangular domains to a regime where triangular-like domains coexist with square-like aggregates. The similarity between the two cases is due to the fact that particles 60c strongly absorb on the positive substrate, that is thus preferred to both the negative and neutral stripes. The transition from one crystalline regime to another can be inferred already from the analysis of N mon and N neigh (see panels b) of Fig.s 8 and 9 ): at low N s no monomers are found (for both substrate patterns) and particles have on average five neighbors (suggesting a predominance of triangular domains); at large N s very few monomers are observed and particles have on average 3.5 (+/0 substrate) and 4.5 (+/-substrate) neighbors, suggesting the presence of clusters with mixed symmetry. Between these two regimes N neigh drops to 2 (together with a mild increase of N mon to 40), suggesting that the crystalline order is broken and restored. The transition between the two regimes is similar to the one observed for system 60n close to a +/0 pattern: as long as the stripes are sufficiently large, particles form extended crystalline clusters; on increasing N s , particles start to organize in doubleparticle lanes on the same stripe (see snapshots (d 3 ) of Fig. 8 and (e 3 ) of Fig. 9 ), then in single-particle strings (see snapshots (d 4 ) of Fig. 8 and (e 4 ) of Fig. 9 ) and finally at very large N s these strings form big domains (see snapshots (d 6 ) of Fig. 8 and (e 6 ) of Fig. 9 ). From the behavior of the local bond order parameters as function of N s , we observe that at N s =90, squarelike domains prevail (φ 4 ≈ 0.4 while φ 6 ≈ 0.8) in the +/0 case, while triangular domains prevail (φ 4 ≈ 0.8 while φ 6 ≈ 0.4) in the +/-case. The competition between square-and triangulararrangements is directly related to the balance between energy gains and losses in the particle-substrate and particle-particle interaction: while square domains favor the particle adsorption, triangular domains favor inter-particle bonding. Here, particles do not pay any energetic price when oriented in-plane on a neutral substrate, while the would pay a price for such an orientation on a negative stripe; for this reason more triangular domains are observed on a +/-substrate with respect to the +/0 case.
We observe that, while for system 60n on a +/-substrate the emergence of square domains at high N s -values is compatibile with the behavior of the system at low N s -values (where square domains prevail), the behavior of system 60c at low N s -values (where triangular domains prevail) is quite different from the behavior at high N s -values (where pattern-induced square domains emerge). Finally, we note that, with respect to system 60n, systems 60c does not form open networks nor square-like double-particle lanes.
Robustness of the self-assembly scenario
We discuss here the robustness of the assembly scenarios presented in sections 3.1 and 3.2 by considering small variations of the system parameters. In particular, we investigate the effects of different (i) surface charges and (ii) interaction ranges, the latter being related to the electrostatic screening conditions. Since our model is not a toy model but a coarse-grained description of the effective interactions, the interaction parameters must be computer anew via the procedure described in section 2 and reported in more details in Ref. [24] . The list of parameters considered here is reported in Tab. 2: for all the systems, cos γ ∼ 60
• , the geometric parameters follows Eq. (2.1) and the energy constants are calculated following the mapping procedure introduced in Ref. [24] .
Effect of Z w
We first address the effect of a substrate carrying a weaker charge, namely we consider Z w = ± Table 2 : List of the model parameters used to induce variations either in the particle-substrate interaction (upper part) or in the particle-particle interaction (lower part): substrate charge, Z w , interaction range, δ, eccentricity a, energy parameter for the core/core (CC), patch-core (PC), patch-patch (PP), core-substrate (CS) and patch-substrate (PS) interaction (in case of positive substrate) and minimum of the attraction, ε min .
±5.
We perform simulations at selected N s -values and selected surface patterns for both systems: namely, we consider system 60n on a +/0 substrate with N s = 2, 38, 66 and 90, system 60n on a +/-substrate with N s = 2, 20, 32, 38, 66 and 90, and system 60c on a +/-substrate with N s = 2, 42 and 90. Clearly, at low Z w -values the assembly is mostly driven by the particle-particle interaction, leading to the formation of clusters with triangular arrangements, as this is the preferred configuration in case of a neutral (i.e., non-adsorbing) substrate for both 60n and 60c systems (see panels a) in Figs. 10, 11 and 12): in all investigated cases, φ 4 ≈ 0 and φ 6 ≈ 1 over the whole N s -range as long as Z w < 3. As soon as Z w ≥ 3, all systems start to be affected by the substrate, as described in the following. We start our discussion with system 60n on a +/0 substrate (see Fig. 10 ). In this case, the bond order parameters at N s = 2 for Z w = 3 and Z w = 5 are exactly the same, meaning that when particles assemble over extended areas of the substrate no significative effect occurs as long as 3 Z w 5. This is also supported by a visual comparison of the snapshots (see panel (b 1 ) of Fig. 5 and panel (g 1 ) of Fig. 10 ). When N s is increased, though, we observe that a less charged substrate favors the formation of triangular domains: even though φ 4 and φ 6 are less significative in the intermediate N s -range (due to the reduced number of large compact clusters), it is worth noting that φ 4 φ 6 at N s = 38 and 66 for Z w = 3, while for Z w = 5 φ 4 ≈ φ 6 at the same N s -values; the relative abundance of triangular particle arrangements for Z w = 3 can be also inferred by a visual inspection of the system (see panel (b 6 ) of Fig. 5 and panel (g 2 ) of Fig. 10 ). This effect can be related to a reduced preference of the particles to sit on the positive stripes, where they arrange in square-like aggregates, thus bringing bonding and adsorption on a comparable energetic ground. The competition between triangular and square particle arrangements is also observed at N s = 90, where the formation of the patterninduced square domains is hindered by the persistence of some triangular domains (see panel (b 8 ) of Fig. 5 and panel (g 3 ) of Fig. 10 ), leading to a decreased (increased) φ 4 (φ 6 ) for Z w = 3.
If we now consider system 60n on a +/-substrate (see Fig. 11 ) no significative difference can be found between Z w = 3 and Z w = 5 as long as N s 38. In contrast, at N s = 90, we observe a striking difference between the two cases: while for Z w = 5 no aggregation occurs, for Z w = 3 particles mostly assemble into triangular clusters. In the first case, adsorption to the negative stripes is preferred over bonding: as soon as the interaction with the substrate is weak, the particle-particle based assembly sets in. Here we do not discuss the effect of Z w on the network forming region at intermediate N s -values as first a deeper analysis would be needed to elucidate the properties of the emerging networks, but this is out of the scope of the present paper.
Finally, we consider system 60c on a +/-substrate (see Fig. 12 ): similar to the 60n system on a +/-substrate, we observe that triangular domains are favored when Z w = 3. While for Z w = 5 we observe triangular domains at low N s -values (see snapshot (e 1 ) in Fig. 9 ) and a coexistence between triangular and square domains at large N s -values (see snapshot (e 8 ) in Fig. 9 ), for Z w = 3 we observe triangular domains at both low and large N s -values (see the bond order parameters in panel a) of Fig. 12 and related snapshots ( f 1 ) and ( f 3 )), with no presence of square-like domains at N s = 90.
In summary, when the surface charge of the substrate is reduced, bonding is favored with respect to adsorption and thus, the investigated systems tend to assemble into those crystalline domains that emerge spontaneously on a homogeneous, neutral substrate. For systems 60n and 60c on a +/-substrate, the threshold between the two regimes is Z w ≈ 3: at such a value of Z w system 60n on a +/-substrate forms triangular clusters instead of monomers, while system 60c forms triangular domains instead of a mixed phase of triangles and squares. For system 60n on a +/0 substrate in order to observe the triangular domains in place of the pattern-induced square aggregates the surface charge must be very low, i.e., Z w 3.
Effect of interaction range
We address here the effect of small variations in the interaction range of system 60n. To this aim, we introduce two new systems: they are both neutral IPCs with patch size defined by cos γ ≈ 60
• and they differ in their interaction range. The system labelled as SR (short range) has δ = 0.15, the system labelled LR (long range) has δ = 0.25. We perform Monte Carlo simulations for system 60n on both +/0 and +/-substrates at selected state points, namely at N s = 2, 26, 38, 60, 90. In Figure 13 , we report the behavior of both SR and LR systems on a +/0 substrate, together with the reference 60n system. We observe that system SR behaves very similar to system 60n: square domains emerge both at low and high N s -values, N mon is negligible over the whole N s -range with a mild peak at N s ≈ 60 where particles are organized in single-particle strings, while N neigh fluctuates between four and 3.5 (see panels a) and b) of Fig. 13 and the snapshots (m ) ). In contrast, system LR displays a different assembly scenario. In this case, for N s 20, φ 4 ≈ φ 6 : a visual inspection of the configurations shows the presence of square domains on the positive stripes and triangular domains on the neutral stripes, whereas at shorter interaction ranges the neutral stripes were completely depleted. This observation already suggests that the adoption to the positive stripes at large N s -values is less effective, thus leading to a competition between (less favored) square-like particles (adsorbed on positive stripes) and triangular-like particles (emerging on neutral -non adsorbing -stripes). On further increasing N s the tendency of the particles to form domains with triangular symmetry persists and increases, as signaled by the increase of N neigh above four at large N s -values and by the visual analysis (see snapshots(m Fig. 14) , while for system 60n and SR the latter dominates.
In Figure 14 , we report the behavior of both system SR and LR on a +/-substrate (again the case 60n is reported for comparison). We observe here a scenario similar to the one described for the +/0 case: system SR and 60n behaves in the same way, whereas LR displays a different assembly scenario as soon as N s 30. In particular, system LR does not form a proper network phase at any N s investigated, but it tends to form more compact clusters that span over many consecutive stripes, as shown in the snapshot (n In general, longer interaction ranges favor a particle-particle interaction driven assembly and thus the formation of triangular domains, while shorter interaction ranges favor adsorption with respect to bonding. 
Visual inspection of the configurations
So far we have discussed our results in terms of the spacial arrangement of the particles. Given the anisotropy of the particle surface, a closer look at the orientational particle arrangements can provide additional insight into the behavior of the investigated systems. Here we do not perform a quantitative analysis of the particle orientations -since it is beyond the scope of this paper -but rather highlight the trends that can be observed in the bonding patterns of the different aggregation regimes described in sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3.
As described in section 2, we consider IPCs in a quasi twodimensional slab: particles are thus free to rotate in three dimensions. If we define the particle orientation as the vector joining the particle center and one of the two patches, we have that isolated particles orient themselves (i) parallel to the xy-plane on a positive surface or (ii) perpendicular to the xyplane on a negative surface; as soon as the particle interact with other IPCs its orientation is the result of a trade-off between the bonding energy with its neighbors and the bonding energy with its substrate. A detailed analysis of the energy balance between these two contributions has been carried for systems 60n and 60c on homogeneous substrates in Ref. [27] . Here we briefly summarize the bonding patterns observed in Ref. [27] for the purpose of our discussion (see Fig. 3 as reference): in the monomer phase particles are perpendicular to the xy-plane; in square domains particles bond in a T-shape fashion with polar and equatorial regions of neighboring particles at contact; in triangular domains two types of bonding patterns emerge, defined as flower-like and grain-like patterns. Flower-like patterns emerge in system 60n and are characterized by rings of six particles oriented in the xy-plane with one up-right particle in their center. Grain-like patterns characterize system 60c and consist of triangular domains where particles are predominantly oriented along the horizontal direction and form an angle of approximately 60
• with the symmetry axes of the neighboring particles.
In view of the previous analysis we define here three types of bonding between IPCs (see top three panels in Fig. 15 ): Tbonds, G-bonds and F-bonds.
T-bonds are in-plane equatorial-polar contacts, they occur when the adsorption on positive stripes drives the assembly of the systems: when particles belong to compact clusters, then the T-like configuration leads to four bonds per particle (see panels I and II of Fig. 15 ), while when they belong to double-particle lanes, particles in T-like configurations form on average three bonds (see panel III of Fig. 15) . We observe that, in contrast to square domains formed on homogeneous positive substrates (panel I), pattern-induced square domains have a fixed orientation throughout the sample (panel II).
G-bonds are in-plane grain-like contacts, they occur in system 60c, while they do not emerge for system 60n. In Fig. 15 we report a snapshot of double-particles lanes with a G-bonds pattern, while for extended compact domain we refer to Ref. [27] . We observe that, when triangular and square domains coexist for system 60c at large N s -values, G-bonds and T-bonds patterns emerge in the compact clusters, where T-like lanes are adsorbed only on the positive stripes, while G-like lanes can be on both stripe-types (see panel V of Fig. 15) .
Finally, F-bonds are out-of-plane equatorial-polar -or flower-like -contacts, they occur in system 60n and they are responsible for a large range of aggregation scenarios, as discussed in the following. This is due to the fact that 60n particles on a negative substrate tend to orient themselves up-right (see panel VI of Fig. 15 ), possibly acting as bridges between particles adsorbed in-plane. In particular, for system 60n on a +/-substrate, when the stripes can accomodate exactly two particles, the T-bonds pattern on the positive stripes disappears in favor of double-particle lanes in a G-like fashion, where F-like particles adsorbed on the negative stripes set the boundaries of the clusters: two bridge-particles in an up-right position can sit on the same stripe, thus effectively forcing the clusters to grow along the y direction (see panel VIII of Fig. 15 ). When stripes are such that a single particle cannot be fully embedded, we observe either F-like extended domains (on a +/-substrate) or a coexistence between square and F-like triangular domains (on a +/0 substrate). In both cases up-right particles lie on the negative substrate (see panel IX of Fig. 15 ) and act as bridge between two G-like compact clusters, thus effectively allowing the growth of the clusters along the x direction. Finally, the interplay between the different anisotropic interactions and the length scales in system 60n can give rise to even more complex scenarios: panels X and XI of Fig. 15 show examples of open clusters, characterized by strings of particles with alternating up-right and planar orientation. The structure of these networks seems to be very sensitive to the substrate pattern and a more focused investigation is needed. 
Conclusions
Within the framework of materials design, we have investigated how to create colloidal monolayers on substrates by tuning the surface properties of both the particles and the substrate. In particular, we have considered colloids with a charged, nonhomogeneous surface close to a planar wall characterized by parallel stripes with alternating surface charge. By tuning the competition between the particle-particle and the particlesubstrate interaction as well as between the particle size and the width of the stripes, we have shown how to control the spacial ordering of the colloids and how to drive the systems from compact, to elongated or open aggregates.
We have considered negatively charged colloids with two positively charged polar regions, the size of these regions being relatively large, the net charge of the particles being zero or slightly negative, with a relatively short interaction range. These systems were shown to give rise to a rich assembly scenario already close to a homogeneous substrate: crystalline domains with different spatial (square versus triangular) arrangements or different orientational bonding (flower-like versus grain-like) patterns as well as monomers with a well-defined orientation were observed on changing the charge ratios between the differently charged surfaces. Here we have investigated the effect of properly designed substrate motifs. In particular, we have considered neutral, positive or negative stripes in an alternating pattern: negative/neutral, positive/neutral or positive/negative.
One striking effect of the substrate pattern is the robust formation of pattern-induced crystalline domains with square symmetry: these particle arrangements emerge for both overall neutral and charged particles as soon as (i) particles are preferentially adsorbed on the positive stripes and (ii) the width of the stripes becomes much smaller than the particle size. In some cases, these pattern-induced square domains compete with (flower-as well as grain-like) triangular domains but it is possibile to control the energy balance between adsorption (that favor square domains) and bonding (that favors triangular domains) by, e.g., changing the substrate surface charge or the screening conditions. On reducing the substrate charge, both grain-and flower-like triangular domains are highly favored with respect to square domains (for system 60c and 60n on a +/0) or to monomers (for system 60n on a +/-substrate). Changing the electrostatic screening conditions implies variation in the interaction range: we observe that long range interactions favor particle-particle bonding, while short range interactions enhance particle adsorption. On reducing the (particle-particle and particle-substrate) interaction range, we thus observe that pattern-induced scenarios prevail, meaning that a monomer phase (if particles prefer to adsorb on negative stripes) or a square pattern (if particles tend to adsorb on positive stripes) can prevail over the triangular arrangement, while for longer interaction ranges triangular domains or clusters with mixed symmetry are observed. In summary, double particle lanes with square or triangular symmetry, elongated (along the y axis) versus extended (along the x axis) clusters and pattern-induced crystals with a welldefined orientation can be induced by playing with the competition between different anisotropic interactions and length scales. The balance between adsorption and bonding is affected my the many parameters of the systems and the extended simulations carried here show that non-intuitive behaviors can emerge.
We have focused mostly on the spacial arrangement of the particles. Future work should address, e.g., the orientational features of the bonding patterns within the clusters, the compactness and the shape of the aggregates, their preferred direction with respect to the substrate motif as well as their percolating properties.
Moreover, it would be interesting to gradually release the confinement towards bulk systems: the aggregation of colloidal particles on patterned substrates could be used to guide the crystallization of bulk colloidal crystals as well as to tailor the orientation and size of the resulting lattices. This process is referred to as "colloidal epitaxy" [32, 33, 34] . We note, for instance that, in contrast to the square arrangements assembled on a homogeneous positive substrate, pattern-induced square domains have a well-defined crystallographic axis, which may be used as templates to assemble perfect square crystals on large (possibly macroscopic) scales.
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